The Leeds & Liverpool Canal
Historical Information

Kennet
and
Working the Boats
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Tonnages and distance travelled in four week periods, Kennet
tons
miles
miles
total
		
loaded
unloaded
miles
1953 July		not listed, many boats awaiting crew in 1953
1953 August
36.5
135.5
43.5
179
1953 September
141.5
140
187.5
327.5
1953 October
179.5
263
95.5
348.5
1953 November
269.5
419.5
130.5
550
1953 December
184.5
215.5
103.5
319
1954 January
159.5
311.5
268
579.5
1954 February
181.5
188
116.5
304.5
1954 March
196.5
336
156
492
1954 April
179
153.5
85.5
239
1954 May
125.5
108.5
136
244.5
1954 June
223.5
280.5
53
333.5
1954 mid-June
35
19
73.5
92.5
1954 July
240.5
221.5
132.5
354
1954 August
183
207.5
51
258.5
1954 September
332.5
245
107.5
352.5
1954 October
225.5
368.5
107
475.5
1954 November
47.5
39.5
22
61.5

ton
miles
4989
6599
11247
14240
9907
11600
8453
12108
6575
4254
12667
665
10395
9471
11600
16490
1886

awaiting crew Sept 1st
holidays

holidays and repairs

T Baybutt and R Gregson were the first crew on Kennet. These are their details from circa 1940.
No. 14, Thomas Baybutt, 41 New Lane, Burscough, captain boat 339, born 19 December 1902, single, his number
was originally 22 and on boat Irwell
No. 48, Robert Gregson, 22 Wheat Lane, Lathom, mate boat 339, born 13 May 1900, married, his number was
originally 86, living at 28 Wheat Lane and on boat Irwell
Boat 339 was a horse boat built at Parbold in 1915 and sold in 1937 to Manchester Collieries for £45.0.0
Irwell was built at Yarwoods in 1934 with an EMX 24/30HP Widdop engine. The hull cost £675 and the engine
£240. She may have had hatch covers fitted c1938.
Wages of the crew of Kennet paid at Blackburn. Wages could also be paid at Burscough.
w/e 15th July, 1947
Boatman 14, T Baybutt
Boatman 48, R Gregson
29th July, 1947
14 T Baybutt
48 R Gregson
2nd September, 1947
14 T Baybutt
48 R Gregson
11th November, 1947
14 T Baybutt
48 R Gregson
25th November, 1947
14 T Baybutt
48 R Gregson
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9th December, 1947
14 T Baybutt
48 R Gregson

£4-15-2
£4-15-2

£3-1-8
£3-1-8

20th December, 1947
14 T Baybutt
48 R Gregson

£2-10-0
£2-10-0

£2-6-7
£2-6-7

2nd March, 1948
14 T Baybutt
48 R Gregson

£2-19-0
£2-19-0

£2-12-11
£2-12-11

10th March, 1948
14 T Baybutt
48 R Gregson

£3-18-0
£3-18-0

£2-12-11
£2-12-11

13th April 1948
14 T Baybutt
48 R Gregson

£2-17-2
£2-17-2

£2-17-0
£2-17-0

£1-3-0
£1-3-0
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Some of the cargoes for which Kennet was built are listed above which compares the rates paid to Casnal Transport Limited for the carriage of goods. It suggests that the increase in rates since the war had not compensated for increasing costs.
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Traffic 1947
The following reports are for four months in 1947, giving the cargoes available for carriage by canal. Opposite is a
breakdown of the tonnage carried in 1947, with a comparison of rates for 1939 and 1947. The increase would have been
necessary folowing wartime increases in costs.
March: 100 tons lard ex Hull for Keighley
Wool for Shipley ex Liverpool
Wool for Keighley ex Liverpool and Hull
Canned goods ex Shipley for Liverpool
Syrup and sugar ex Tate & Lyle for Leeds
Sugar ex Tate & Lyle for East Lancashire
Machinery ex Blackburn and Church for export
Flour ex Birkenhead for Wigan and Leigh
Bulk grain for Blackburn and fuel (coal) from Wigan for Liverpool
April: 300 tons canned goods ex Liverpool for Blackburn
75 tons Gum ex Manchester for Nelson
40 tons Gum ex Liverpool for York via Leeds
Wool for Shipley and Keighley ex Liverpool and East Coast
Cement for East Lancashire ex Hull via Leeds
Machinery export ex Church and Blackburn is likely to increase in volume, production being speeded up
particularly Howard & Bullough Ltd, Jones Textilities and H Livesey Ltd.
May: 4000/5000 bales wool for Shipley and Keighley
100 tons copper for Leeds ex Manchester
100 tons paper for Leeds ex Manchester
Flour ex mills, Birkenhead for Leigh and Wigan
Flour imported for Feniscowles and Blackburn
Sugar in plenty for East Lancashire and Yorkshire
Sugar in plenty for Leeds account Tate & Lyle Ltd
Bulk grain ex Liverpool for Blackburn
Fuel ex Wigan for Liverpool
It is indeed unfortunate that so much of our traffic is at present having to be sent by road owing to
insufficient number of boats available.
June: 300 tons paper ex Manchester for Yorkshire Post
500 tons Flour ex Manchester for Wigan and Leigh
3000 bales wool for Shipley and Keighley
Flour in plenty ex Birkenhead for Wigan and Leigh
Syrup in plenty ex Tate & Lyle Ltd for Leeds
Sugar in plenty ex Tate & Lyle Ltd for East Lancs and Leeds
Bulk grain ex Liverpool, account B I Transport Ltd
Fuel ex Wigan collieries for Liverpool
At Blackburn and Church we are receiving machinery in increasing quantity, but unfortunately forwarding
is being held up partly owing to shipping shortage and partly awaiting completion made up of odd cases
manufactured by outside makers.
Very little cotton is being dealt with through the ports and manufacturers are using stocks from
warehouses and dumps, which cotton has been in store over a considerable period on account of Board of
Trade cotton control.
After the war, three new ‘River’ class boats were built in 1947: Avon (renamed Clewyd), Kennet and Wye. These
were followed by the steel boats Atherton and Bacup in 1950, Clitheroe in 1951, Darwen and Everton in 1952, and
Farnworth in 1953. They were named after Lancashire towns, with four new wooden boats: Askrigg, Bradford, and
Catterick built in 1949 and Darlington, 1951, named after Yorkshire towns.
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The following report looks at how effectively Canal Transport Ltd was operating, and how the economics of
canals had changed since 1939. Note that although they were making a loss on paper, the traffics did bring
in further money, though not directly to Canal Transport Ltd.
Docks and Inland Waterways Executive, North West Division
Traffic Department, CM Marsh Esq
1st July 1950
Late Canal Transport Ltd
Report on activities, revenue and expenditure
Adverting to my reports of the 3rd and 12th of April last. I beg to submit for your information a further report which
has been compiled in conjunction with Messrs Halliwell and Broadbent following a comprehensive and exhaustive
investigation of the trading activities, revenue and expenditure of Messrs Canal Transport Ltd. The details and
figures submitted referred to the last complete year of trading, i.e. 1949, but comparisons and reference has been
made to the years 1948, 1947 and the prewar year of 1939. It will be observed from an examination of the receipts
and expenditure statement for the years 1949–8–7 and 1939 (Appendix No. 1) that a particular fact reveals itself, i.e.,
the curve of total receipts remains almost constant, indeed the figures for 1939 and 1949 are practically identical.
Expenditure, however, has taken a violent upward trend, and it will be seen from Appendix No. 2 that the increase in
expenditure on principal items in 1949, as compared with 1939, amounts to some £30,848.
The most important item of expenditure has been in respect of repairs to boats and engines, the combined figures
being as follows:
1949 £18,961 1948 £13,843 1947 £11,464 1939 £3333
These substantial increases are due to the arrears of maintenance and repair as which accumulated during, and
immediately following, the war years when shortage of labour and materials prevailed. These arrears of remedial work
have now been undertaken and the present condition of the fleet is good. Henceforth, only normal current repairs will
be required and a considerable reduction in this class of expenditure will be reflected in future maintenance costs.
Trading losses together with the amounts of tonnage handled and the boats in commission for the past 3 years are
as follows:
year loss incurred tonnage handled
boats in commission
1949
£26,527
87,903 tons
40
1948
£17,354
86,314 tons
37
1947
£21,396
75,897 tons
30
With respect to the year 1939, the position was:
year loss incurred tonnage handled
boats in commission
1939 (profit) £2733
117,772
61
I will remark with respect to the boats commission, that in 1947 in addition to the 50 shown above, 19 were let out
on hire to coal merchants.
The figures of freight and warehouse receipts from the principal traders with the business has been conducted, have
been segregated for comparison purposes of these details are shown in Appendix No 3.
Appendix No. 4 is submitted to show an analysis of receipts and expenditure per ton on traffic carried during the
1949, and the figures reveal that with a tonnage of 87,903 a loss of 6 shillings per ton was incurred. I would point out,
however, that in the total 87,903 the following graphics are included:
a) 37,721 tons slack ex Wigan, on which traffic toll is paid by Messrs Richard Williams & Sons
direct to the Executive, Canal Transport Ltd receiving 5/3 per ton for the carriage.
b) 5942 tons Kellogg’s grain, on which Canal Transport Ltd received a rate of 9/6 per ton and
paid a toll of 1/3 to the Executive.
c) 2087 tons of bulk grain on which traffic tolls was paid by Messrs B I Transport Ltd direct to
the Executive and for which Canal Transport Ltd received a freight rate of 8/6.
None of this traffic, amounting to some 46,750 tons, was handled at Canal Transport depots and if this figure
is deducted from the gross tonnage on which a porterage cost of 2/0.18 per ton has been calculated, this cost of
handling will require to be increased. An endeavour has been made to analyse the movement cost of the various
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traffics carried on a boat load basis, and the enclosed schedules have been compiled showing the details of the
various receipts together with an analysis of the expenditure on Tolls and Boatman’s earnings. The interference with
free traffic movement, occasioned by Ministerial control and restricted imports and exports, must be considered
when comparison is made with pre-war costs.
I would like to make special mention of the following traffics:
Messrs Henderson and Feathers wool traffic
Since Messrs Walls, who, as you are aware, were employees of Canal Transport Ltd, left the company and took over the
Ingrow Mills and the warehouse and premises at Keighley, very little of this wool traffic has been passed to the Canal
Transport Company direct, although a little overflow has been received for both carriage and storage from the Ingrow
Mills. Wool traffic generally has been moving in much smaller quantities, doubtless due to the greatly increased costs
prohibiting the retention of large stocks.
Messrs Howard and Bulloughs Ltd machinery traffic
Movement of this traffic by canal has been greatly curtailed owing to:
a) adverse export currency rates and
b) the insurance risk dispute which adversely affected the story of machinery in our Church
warehouse. This latter difficulty will be resolved on completion of the new warehouse.
Bulk grain
The movement of this traffic by canal has shown serious decline since pre-war days, but it is gradually being brought
back to our route.
Messrs Tate & Lyle Ltd sugar and syrup
Traffic to Leeds has greatly decreased but the business is now being carefully nursed back to canal.
The importation of flour and canned goods has been greatly restricted and this has also affected are carrying is on
the Leeds & Liverpool Canal section in post-war years. Warehouse rents have been steadily maintained and although
receipts from the storage of wool have shrunk, no difficulty in keeping our warehouses full to capacity is anticipated.
Summarising the general position, I am convinced that the economies which have been and are being introduced, the
increased efficiency in operation, and the efforts which are being made to maintain a steady flow of traffic, a much
brighter outlook will be presented in the near future.
Divisional Traffic Officer
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Following this report, the number of boats was reduced in 1952, with some passing to private traders, and others being
transferred to the maintenance fleet. Those boats built after the war, including Kennet and the wooden boats, continued to
be used for carrying as they must have still been in good condition. A well-maintained wooden boat would last for twenty
years, and a steel one for longer, provided it had not been overloaded regularly causing the bottom to wear thin. This was
the fate of many boats working on the coal trade at the end of commercial operations on the canal in the 1950s and ’60s.
Docks and Inland Waterways Executive, Northwest Division
Central Station, Liverpool 1
14 July 1950
To John Halliwell Esq, Blackburn
Late Canal Transport Ltd
Report on activities, revenue and expenditure
I am not sure whether I furnished you with a copy of the comprehensive report which has been submitted to Mr
Marsh regarding the late Canal Transport Ltd, and I am enclosing a copy in any case. A copy was also forwarded to Mr
Robert Davidson and he has replied requesting further details as per the enclosed copy of letter for your information.
This additional information has been supplied to Mr Davidson and I also enclose a copy of this document.
Mr Marshall is now carefully considered my report and has kindly prepared and analysis and comments for perusal
and consideration. You will see from Mr Davidson’s letter, that he has asked for a recommendation as to whether the
Canal Transport fleet should be increased and I would like your comments in this respect, making reference to the
extreme difficulty of obtaining boat comes under the existing wage rates and conditions of service.
Mr Marsh as requested our further comments and recommendations in the light of all the information which has
been collated and, in his covering letter to me, has referred to the attached tabulated sheet and comments on the
traffics, in the hope that these will assist us in getting a fuller understanding of the problem and in submitting
appropriate recommendations to Mr Robert Davidson, at whose request we undertook this investigation.
I shall be glad, therefore, to have your final recommendation is and any further comments which you desire should
be made.
CS Hall, Divisional Traffic Officer
Docks and Inland Waterways Executive, North Western Division
(Carrying Section)
Blackburn, January 4, 1952
to Divisional Traffic Officer, Liverpool
Dear Sir,
Ex-Canal Transport craft
Following our conversation in Liverpool on Monday last I propose to take over under the new arrangement:
20 barges, viz: Atherton, Aire, Askrigg, Clitheroe, Calder, Catterick, Clewyd, Lune, Derwent, Kennet, Leo, Bacup,
Ribble, Wye, Alpha, Curlew, Nidd, Darlington, Bradford, Plover.
11 barges according to my information are hired out:
viz: Weaver, Douglas, Jupiter, Neptune, Planet, Eclipse, Pluto, Puma, Taurus, Saturn, Wharfe.
11 barges, available for sale or hire:
Severn, Eden, Esk, Irwell, Ouse, Tweed, Crucis, Dee, Humber, Mercury, Comet.
At present boat Humber and boat Wharfe are in use by the traffic side of Docks and Inland Waterways Executive,
but will be handed over on completion of present cargoes.
Engineers are, I understand, in possession of one or two barges, with others in view. I suggest you contact
Divisional Engineer with regard to barges on loan. I have not yet obtained the records of the life etc. of those various
craft but propose to so do on my next visit to Liverpool.
Yours faithfully,
J Halliwell
This letter shows which boats were being taken out of the carrying fleet in 1952. Note that Kennet is mis-spelt, something
which can be found in other correspondence related to the boat. The fleet was further reduced in 1954, with more boats
being withdrawn over the years until 1963 when general cargo traffic ceased.
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The last three steel boats were made from thinner high-tensile steel, and this letter gives a comparison between those
boats and ones made from conventional steel. The weight reduction from using high-tensile steel resulted in a 6%
improvement in carrying capacity, though in the longer term they did not last as well as the other boats in the fleet. The
thinner steel meant they were more prone to wear and tear.
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The movements and cargoes listed below for boats Irwell and Eden come from a Canal Transport Ltd file containing all
movements of their boats in the first half of 1942.
Movements of boat Irwell Jan-June 1942

Movements of boat Eden Jan-June 1942

7 January
19 January
20 January

Leeds
Manchester
Cotton
Manchester
Leigh
Lead
Manchester
Leigh
Lead
Boats held up by ice and snow
26 January Maypole Colliery Liverpool
Slack 51¼ t
Boats held up by ice and snow
6 February Liverpool
Keighley
Wool
18 February Liverpool
Blackburn
Sugar
2 March
Liverpool
Leeds
Sugar
13 March
Leeds
Lancashire
Cement
20 March
Church
Liverpool
Machinery 37 t
25 March
Liverpool
B.I. (Blackburn) (Grain)
1 April
Liverpool
Shipley
Wool
6 April			
Bank Holiday
11 April
Liverpool
Keighley
Wool
27 April
Liverpool
Burnley
Sugar
5 May
Maypole Colliery Liverpool
Slack 44¾ t
13 May
Liverpool
Keighley
Wool
21 May
Liverpool
Blackburn
Sugar
28 May
Liverpool
Blackburn Canned Goods
3 June
Liverpool
Burnley
Sugar
9 June
Liverpool
Leeds
Tea
16 June
Leeds
Blackburn
Cement
27 June
Liverpool
Keighley
Wool

12 January
16 January

Leeds
Skipton
Tea
Church
Birkenhead Machinery 40 t
Boats held up by ice and snow
3 February Liverpool
Wigan
Flour
14 February Liverpool
Keighley
Wool
27 February Leeds
Keighley
Cocoa
6 March
Church
Birkenhead Machinery 36 t
11 March
Liverpool
Wigan
Flour
25 March
Liverpool
Blackburn
Sugar
3 April
Liverpool
Shipley
Wool
16 April
Liverpool
Keighley
Wool
29 April
Gorsey Lane
Barrowford
Wool
4 May
Liverpool
Shipley
Wool
13 May
Liverpool
Keighley
Wool
22 May
Liverpool
Keighley
Wool
2 June
Liverpool
Blackburn
Sugar
9 June
Liverpool
Leeds
Flour
24 June
Liverpool
B.I.
(Grain)
29 June
Manchester
Wigan
Cotton

Movements of Irwell (black) and Eden (grey)
February 6th - March 22nd 1942

Miles
from
Liverpool

0

Wool

Sugar

Wool

Liverpool Terminus

Sugar

Liverpool Docks

Flour

2

Bankhall

3

Bootle

24

Burscough

27½

Parbold

29¾

Appley Bridge

Empty

34½

Wigan

Possibly on dock

Leigh 7½
branch

Leigh

20

Manchester

46¼

Botany (Chorley)

49½

Withnell

53

Feniscowles
Cherry Tree

54¼

Empty

57

Blackburn

61

Machinery

63½

Rishton

Machinery

Church

65

Clayton-le-Moors

69

Hapton

70¾

Rose Grove

73

Burnley

76¾

Brierfield

78

Nelson

80

Barrowford

82¼

Foulridge

84

Salterforth

85¾

Barnoldswick

92½

Gargrave

98

Skipton

104¾

Silsden

Empty

Empty

108¼

Stockbridge (Keighley)

Empty

112

Bingley

113½

Saltaire

114

Shipley

121

Rodley

124

Kirkstall

125½

Armley

6th

12

Cement

Cocoa

127¼
13th

February

20th

28th

7th

14th

March

Leeds
21th
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Instructions to Boatmen, 1942
Skipton. Feb. 2nd. 1943.
Brief Summary of suggested instructions for Captains and others in charge of vessels on the Leeds &
Liverpool Canal Company for Canal Transport Ltd.
1. A Captain taking charge of any vessel must see that the Registration Certificate is in his possession. This must be produced
when asked for by an Inspector of the Ministry of Health.
2. Stores. The Captain must also satisfy himself that all stores that are entered in the special book for that purpose are handed to
him in good condition, not omitting locks for cabin and engine room.
3. Cabins. Cabins and bedding must be kept clean to conform with the Ministry of Health requirements and any evidence of
vermin must be reported at once.
4. Attention to vessel. Vessels to be washed off regularly and the cask for fresh water to be kept in a satisfactory condition.
5. Report on damage. Should damage occur to any vessel from whatever cause, it must be reported to the Company’s Agent at once.
Any damage caused to any other vessel by this Company’s vessels should likewise be reported immediately.
6. Obstructions in the waterway. Should any obstruction, submerged or otherwise, be encountered whilst navigating a report must
be given to the nearest Agent, the Canal Company’s foreman, or both. It is in the interest of the crew that this be strictly observed.
7. Navigating in Fog or Darkness. Unless visibility is possible for at least two boat lengths, say 40 yards, it is advisable to proceed
with utmost caution or to tie up until the weather clears. Lamps are provided for navigation in dark weather and these should
be in position and alight, otherwise any damage to vessel or property will be the responsibility of the person in charge. The
utmost care should be taken to observe the position of stopgates in the waterway so as to avoid serious damage.
8. Navigation Bye-Laws. Copies of the Bye-Laws of the Canal Company are posted at all locks and depots, but the following brief
instructions will be of some assistance to the trainee:a). Navigating down locks. On approaching a lock it is necessary to be certain that it is ready for entry, one of the crew having
previously gone ahead for this purpose. The strap rope must be in readiness upon entering the lock to stop the way of the vessel
so as to prevent damage to the tail gates. All cloughs or sluices must be properly closed before attempting to ‘drop’ the lock,
having first made fast the rope to the chock provided on the gate so as to prevent the boat dropping back on to the forebay with
her stern. Should this occur there is grave danger of the stern post being displaced with a consequent damage to vessel and cargo.
b). Navigating up locks. Again care must be taken to see that cloughs and sluices of the tall gates are properly closed before
attempting to ‘rise’ the lock, and also to see that the rudder is properly lashed over to prevent it being caught between the
breasts of the gates. Neglect to observe this may mean a serious loss of water and delay in passing. Before hauling out of a full
lock see that both wooden side cloughs and box cloughs are properly down, otherwise the gates will not open sufficiently to
allow free passage of the vessel. After leaving a full lock it must be drawn off in every case unless other instructions are given
by the lockkeeper, which must be obeyed.
c). Passing other vessels. Care must be exercised when one horse dawn vessel is about to meet another, or when being overhauled
by another horse drawn vessel. The hauling line must be unhooked from the swingletree and lowered sufficiently to allow the
approaching or passing vessel to clear. Should the line now be detached from the swingletree there is a danger that it will be
caught and the horse pulled backwards into the canal with fatal results.
d) Precedence at Locks. Bye-Law No.18 of the Canal Company states:- In passing through an empty lock a vessel going Up the canal
shall be entitled to precedence over a vessel going down. In passing through a full look a vessel going down shall be entitled to
precedence over a vessel going up. A distance post is in most cases fixed about 100 yards from the locks which entitles the boat
hauled by a horse to precedence to a lock as provided in the previous Bye-Law. A power vessel is entitled to the same precedence.
e). Fenders. The necessary stem and hand fenders must be aboard and in use to prevent unnecessary damage to either the vessel
or the Company’s property.
f). All swing bridges must be closed after the vessel has passed through and the crew of the vessel, if in tow of a power boat, shall
be responsible for the opening and closing of bridges in every case. Failure to close these bridges menders the offender liable
to severe penalties.
g). Motor Vessels. If in charge of a self propelled vessel a full list of instructions will be placed in the hands of the trainee with the
necessary explanations concerning the care and working of the engines. In frosty weather all water must be drained from the
engine when not working, by the use of the pet cock fitted to the pump. The greatest possible care should be taken to prevent
water or dirt becoming mixed either with the fuel oil or the lubricating oil. Neglect to observe this can result in serious damage
to the engine, causing delay and consequent loss of earnings to the crew.
h). Loading of Vessels. Captains are instructed to see that their vessels are loaded in a satisfactory manner at the depots to ensure
careful and efficient navigation.
i). Care of horses The mate in charge of a horse drawn vessel is responsible for the care of the horse both whilst navigating and
whilst the boat is moored for any purpose.
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R Hopley of Wigan was mate on an unpowered canal company boat in the early
20th century. His notebook for 1907 listed the journeys he did and when he had
to work in a warehouse. If boats were tied up and men were needed in a local
warehouse, any mate could be called upon to help. They received half pay, rather
than nothing, much to the annoyance of the captain, who had to remain on the
boat without pay.
Steam tugs were provided on the Lancashire sections of the canal for towing
unpowered boats. Working ‘fly’ meant that they worked without rest until they
reached their destination. Fly boats often had an extra crew member to help.
The horse marines were men whose job was to work with the boat horses. A
crew of two was normal for an unpowered boat being towed by a steamer, with a
horse and horse marine being provided to help at the lock flights in Lancashire.
They were also based at Foulridge for towing such boats into Yorkshire, the
steamer not towing boats beyond this point as the locks were more spaced out
than in Lancashire, and handling unpowered boats would have slowed traffic.
February 1907
Mon, 4 from Bankhall to Blackburn
Mon, 4 from Burnley to Nelson, Barrowford and
5
arrived Cherry Tree 9-30 pm
Barlic
6
discharged at Cherry Tree and warehouse and
5
arrived at Barlic and discharged
Paradise [Mill]
6
from Barlic to Nelson
7
at Higher Audley and loaded machinery for
7
loaded flats at Nelson for Manchester
Manchester
8
delayed at top of Wigan locks 8 hours
8
depart 3-00 am with a [horse] marine
9
went to Wigan for 32 mangles
9
arrived at Manchester at 4-00 am and
10
left Wigan for Manchester
discharged
Mon, 11 from Manchester to Wigan light
10
stopped at Manchester all day
12
loaded at Wigan for Burnley, worked till
Mon, 11 from Manchester to Blackburn and Burnley
9-30pm
12
arrived at Blackburn 8-00 pm, horse marine
13
left Wigan for Burnley
13
discharging and loading, went to Burnley with
14
arrived at Burnley 8-00 pm
day tug No.10, arrived 8-30 pm
15
discharged 208 sacks at Junction Mill
14
part discharged at Burnley
16
put 35 sacks & bales of cotton out of steamer 15
discharged and part loaded
No. 21 at Burnley
16
from Burnley to Manchester
17
at Burnley all day
17
from Wigan 2-30am Monday morning to
Mon, 18 discharged at Burnley and went to Hapton
Manchester
19
loaded carboys at Hapton for Withnell and
Mon, 18 at Manchester waiting to discharge
went with a steamer at night
19
discharged at Manchester and came back to
20
discharged at Withnell and went back to
Wigan empty
Feniscowles
20
at Wigan dockyard getting looked at
21
part loaded with paper
21
loaded at Wigan for Blackburn and Burnley
22
finished loading and went to Burnley with
22
arrived at Blackburn 6-00 am and part
steamer
discharged
23
arrived Burnley 9-00 am and went fly to Leeds 23
discharged at Blackburn and loaded at
24
arrived Armley 7-00 pm
drydock for Burnley
Mon, 25 discharged at Leeds, paper
24
depart 8-00 pm from Blackburn to Burnley,
26
loaded drums at Leeds for Liverpool
steamer No.11
27
from Leeds to Shipley, arrived 5-30 pm
Mon, 25 part discharged at Burnley
28
from Shipley to Skipton, arrived 7-15 pm
26
discharged and loaded at Burnley for
March
Liverpool
1
from Skipton to Foulridge, 6-00 pm
27
down Wigan locks
2
from Foulridge to Bank Hall
28
arrived at Bootle 6-30 am, discharged and
3
worked all day [possibly in the warehouse]
loaded at Liverpool for Church
14
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29
30
31
April
Mon, 1
2
3
4
5
6
7
Mon, 8

up Wigan locks
arrived at Church 4-30 am, missed emptying
stopped at Church all day
discharged at Church and loaded for Bootle
down Wigan locks
arrived at Bootle and discharged
loaded at Bootle for Burnley
up Wigan locks
arrived at Burnley 9-30am
all day at Burnley
waiting to discharge at Greenwoods Burnley,
Pilling Field
part discharged at Burnley
discharged at Burnley
loaded pipes at Burnley for Nelson,
Salterforth, Barlic and Skipton
departed from Burnley, got to Foulridge that
day

9
10
11
12

13
from Foulridge to Skipton
14
all day at Skipton
Mon, 15 discharged at Horse Close Bridge and loaded
yarn at Skipton and Gargrave, fly to Nelson
16
discharged at Nelson and loaded up for
Church, arrived Church 9-15 pm
17
discharged at Church and loaded for
Manchester
18
down Wigan Locks
19
arrived at Manchester 4-30 am and
discharged that day
20
loaded at Manchester for Blackburn
21
up Wigan locks
Mon, 22 waiting to discharge at Blackburn warehouse
and assisting [in warehouse]
23
waiting to discharge and assisting in
warehouse
24
discharged and loaded 83 bales of cotton for
Sams Lock [Nova Scotia]

Movements of Boat No. 234
February 4th - March 19th 1907

Miles
from
Liverpool

0

Liverpool Terminus

2

Bankhall

3

Bootle

Liverpool Docks

24

Burscough

27½

Parbold

29¾

Checked at Appley Bridge
Wigan Dock

8 hour delay
at Wigan Locks

34½

Wigan

7½

Leigh

20 Leigh

Manchester

branch

46¼

Botany (Chorley)

49½

Withnell
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Feniscowles

54¼

Cherry Tree
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Blackburn
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Rishton
Church

63½
To Burnley
with steamer

65
69

Clayton-le-Moors
Hapton

70¾

Rose Grove
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Burnley

76¾

Brierfield

78

Nelson
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Barrowford

82¼

Foulridge

84

Salterforth

85¾

Barnoldswick

92½

Gargrave

98

Skipton

104¾

Silsden

108¼

Stockbridge (Keighley)

Worked Fly (with horse)
to and from Leeds

112
113½

Bingley
Saltaire
Shipley

114
3 Bradford

Bradford

Canal

121

Rodley

124

Kirkstall

125½

Armley

127¼
4th

11th

February

18th

25th

4th

11th

March

18th

Leeds
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Steamer & Flyboat Services, 1900
L,pool - Wigan 2 steamers (crew of 3) and one boat; 3 trips/week, 11 hours; leaves Liverpool 6 pm, arrives Wigan 5 am.
To Leigh
2 steamers (4 crew); 3 trips/week; leaves Liverpool 6 pm, arrive Leigh 7 am
To Blackburn 4 boats (2 crew); 1.5 trips/week, 30 hours; leaves Liverpool 6 pm, arrives Blackburn 8 pm. No
Blackburn or Church boats loaded on Fridays except under special circumstances. Friday principal
day for Yorkshire goods.
To Burnley
15 steamers (4 crew) which tow 2 or 3 flyboats; 1.5 trips/week, 36 hours; leave Liverpool 6 pm,
arrive Burnley 3 am
To Nelson
3 steamers which tow 2 flyboats; 1.5 trips/week, 20 hours to Leeds; leave Liverpool 6 pm, arrive
Nelson 6 am
To Bradford
9 flyboats (3 crew); 1 trip/week leave Liverpool 6pm, arrive Bradford 1am (55 hours) - no departure
Thursday, 3 Friday, 2 Saturday, each with 2 boats for Yorkshire towed to Burnley where one left for
onward towage by horse.
To Leeds
9 steamers (4 crew); 1 trip/week, 56 to 60 hours; leave Liverpool 6pm, arrive Leeds 2am (56 hours) no departure Thursday, 3 Friday, 2 Saturday, each with 2 boats for Yorkshire towed to Burnley where
one left for onward towage by horse.
To other stations 136 boats (2 crew); if destination Yorkshire, towed by steamer to Burnley and horse beyond
1874 Slow boats take 38-40 tons, 1 horse, captain and mate, paid weekly 23/- captain, 20/- mate, with 5d per day
for saving time, wages paid fortnightly.
Tugs: Naiad, works Gargrave to Bingley; Doris and Siren, work Wigan to Manchester. In 1919 there was a tug from
Barrowford which connects with the 2-00 pm tug through the tunnel.
Leeds traffic. Four company boats leave Leeds daily. 20-30 bye-traders boats, mainly for Yorkshire section which
return with stone from Skipton. By 1905 there were some 200 bye-traders on the canal owning around 800-825 boats.
L&LC Fleet
The general cargo carrying trade was leased to a group of railway companies in 1850, with 128 horses and 51 boats
sold to the lessees. At the end of the lease in 1873, 22 boats and 22 horses returned.
In 1874, general cargo boats carried 29,481,984 ton miles, which by 1889 had risen to 42,603,440 ton miles.
Average ton miles, 1886-1895, 41,711,551, return 0.44d per ton mile
Average ton miles, 1896-1905, 47,009,630, return 0.36d per ton mile.
Cost of carrying in 1905, 0.87d per ton mile.

Notes related to the operation of the Carrying Department
Horses, 1884
Wigan flyboats - 2 off - 4 horses; Burnley flyboats - 5 off - 9 horses; Extra flyboats - 15 horses; Slow boats - 67 horses;
Bradford flyboats - 2 horses kept at Stockbridge; Boats in tow at Wigan - 2 horses
Company’s horses use 200-250 tons of hay per year, contract given at £5-0-0 per ton.
Horses (Lock) in 1900
16 company-owned lock horses; 12/13 at Wigan (though boats often held up for want of a horse), 3 hired at Johnsons
Hillock, 3 at Blackburn (3rd horse partly for carting), Bank Newton hired, Gargrave hired, Bingley hired. It was then
decided to have all horses under company ownership.
Number of horses at Burscough varies, but only 2 do the regular work. Farmers at Burscough have horses which
require a rest - used for working on the land. No cost either way. Harness sets are numbered, but not kept for a
particular horse. Feed for two days is supplied to boats.
In 1919, proven is brought from Burscough to Foulridge and then supplied to boats in 60lb lots; Foulridge supplies
Barrowford and Gargrave, also supplies Burnley and Cowling - 21,780lbs/month. In 1918, proven is also supplied in
small lots to Yorkshire stations.
Lock horses kept at station, other horses move about. One horse kept at Winterburn. No returns to show where
particular horses are; perhaps better to restrict them to particular sections; 103 horses at present (1900).
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Boatmen
Boatmen’ were paid a fixed wage fortnightly. The men on steamers were better disciplined than those on horse boats.
Many men would not work across the summit in winter, and went to the local coal boats instead. They complain they
are too old, but it was no problem in the summer.
Water supplies
The increase in trade at the end of the 19th century increased water usage, with more stoppages for drought and frost.
1883
3 weeks
drought
Summit only closed
1884
11.5 weeks
drought
Wigan locks closed
1885
1.5 weeks
drought
Summit only closed
1887
7 weeks
drought
Closed to Appley
1 week
drought
Closed to Appley
1890/1
5 weeks
frost
1892/2
3 weeks
frost
1895
4.5 weeks
frost
icebreaking cost £2,530?
1896
7 weeks
drought
Wigan locks closed
1899
1.5 weeks
drought
Summit and Marton pools closed
1901
16.5 weeks
drought
Wigan Locks closed
1902
4 weeks
drought
Wigan Locks closed
1904
6.5 weeks
drought
Wigan Locks closed
1905
4 weeks
drought
Blackburn Locks closed
1913		
drought

Information on numbers of employees and other equipment
The Leeds & Liverpool Canal was a very large concern and needed a large number of people to undertake maintenance
and other work. The boatmen and tug men operated the company’s boats which carried general cargo, with other
boatmen working for private businesses (called bye-traders) which carried coal, manure, grain and other bulk cargoes.
The marines were better known as horse marines. They were employed to look after the companies horses and often had
to lead a horse when it was pulling a boat. Boats were also pulled by tugs so sometimes, depending on how boats had
been operated, several horses could end up at a stable where they were not needed. A marine would then walk them to
a stable where there was a shortage.
Men Employed by the Leeds & Liverpool Canal Company in 1907
Bankrangers……………………… 203
Boatmen …………………………… 295
Mudmen …………………………… 23
Steam barge and tug men …………… 134
Boatbuilders ……………………… 24
Marines…………………………… 30
Masons…………………………… 21
Wigan fitters……………………… 20
Carpenters………………………… 65
Porters …………………………… 176
Sawyers……………………………… 9
Draymen…………………………… 15
Blacksmiths…………………………… 7
Stablemen etc……………………… 15
Quarrymen………………………… 12
Covermen …………………………… 4
Agents and clerks…………………… 91
Lock and bridge keepers …………… 55
Total ……………………………… 1201
Canal inspectors……………………… 2
Carrying department stock 1907
Boats (wood)
……………… 139
Steam barge
…………………
1
Boats (steel)
…………………
4
Covers …………………………… 2446
Steamers (wood)
………………
29
Horses
…………………… 135
Steamers (steel)
…………………
2
Lurries
……………………… 32
Tugs
……………………
7
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Feeding the Horses
Canal Office, Pall Mall, Liverpool, January 27, 1890
Mr D’Arcy Wyvill Esq, Denton Park Ben Rhydding, via Leeds
Dear Sir,
In further reply to your letter of the 21st inst., if horses are not allowed to be worked till they are only fit for the
knackers, we should certainly have better horses on the bank and I think that we should be able to get considerably
more work out of them, but whether the increased work and increase price we should get will compensate for the 1
or 2 years work we should lose is more than I can say at present. I have talked this and the other matters over with
Reynolds and we both think that the experiment is well worth trying.
With regard to the waterproof covers for the horses, there is no doubt at all that they would be a benefit to all the horses
if we could ensure that they would be properly used. Any difficulty arises owing to the horses having to be stabled in
other than the companies own stables and at places where there is no provision for drying them after use on a wet day.
Boatman after leaving Burscough are under very little control, except at one or two places, and I am afraid that they
would neglect to dry the covers if all were supplied with them. They could be tried first with the Wigan lock horses
and also with the Wigan fly horses and then, if they were found to be a benefit ,the use could be extended, as I have
no doubt by some means the difficulty I have named could be obviated. For this purpose we ought to have about 12
covers, and Reynolds is obtaining prices from some Liverpool makers and from Unite.
The rise in the cartage rates will not affect us very much, no application for an advance of prices has been made to
the carriers in Liverpool by the master carters. The question of doing our own cartage was gone into I understand
by Mr Lee, and I also looked into it during his lifetime, and the conclusion we both came to was that it was not in the
interests of the company to change the system. I have gone into it again with Reynolds very closely and do not see any
reason for changing my former opinion.
The rates that Messrs John Cook and Co charge are 1/3d per ton for grain and 1/6d for general goods and 1/6d and
1/4d for machinery. In addition to the service of carting, they find men at the docks to unload machinery and when
receiving cotton and mohair they have a man at the docks to see that we get the right marks and numbers, and
further they hold themselves responsible for any damage that may occur after the goods are on their lurries.
If there was any regularity in the weight carted each day, we possibly could effect a saving by providing teams to do
the work, but such is not the case. I have analysed two months accounts, August and September last. August was an
average month, the amount of the account being £75. September was below the average amounting to £55 only. In
August the weights carted per day varied as follows:
August

over 100 tons
between 70 and 80 tons
60 to 70 tons
50 to 60 tons
40 to 50 tons
30 to 40 tons
20 to 30 tons
10 to 20 tons
under 10 tons

4 days
September
2 days 		
2 days		
1 day		
4 days
3 days 		
2 days		
2 days		
7 days		

over 100 tons

2 days

between 60 and 70 tons
50 to 60 tons

1 day
3 days

30 and 40 tons
20 to 30 tons
10 to 20 tons
under 10 tons

2 days
4 days
8 days
5 days

I further find that on some other days we should require at least 11 or 12 teams while on other days only one would be
required. On other days owing to the docks being so extended we should require two teams to cart 10 tons or under. It
is not an unusual circumstance for us to have machinery to deliver at the north end, mohair to receive from docks
about the centre, and cotton from the South end, all on the same day, and if the goods are not removed from the dock
quays within 48 hours after being landed, we incur what is termed ‘penalty rent’, a charge in the first instance of 10
shillings per ton per hour.
Reynolds estimates the cost of purchasing horses, gears, and lorries etc for a 10 team establishment to be £2,347, and
allowing 5% on this sum for interest, he estimates the weekly cost at £39. This sum does not include any depreciation
on horses or plant, or charges for shoeing or veterinary attendance, which would amount to at the very least £6 or
£8 per week, taking a lower figure, the weekly cost would be £45. Assume that a five team establishment could be
managed at the same rate the cost would be £22-10-0 or £90 per month. Our account with our agents averages £80
monthly and we have the 1st call on 18 or 20 teams. While on this question, I may mention that recently Cork and co
have had to cart a large lot of timber for us at 1/6 per ton. As they do not do this class of work, they had to hire teams
and had to pay 1/9 per ton. They asked me to increase the rate and I intend to name it at the next meeting.
I must apologise for the length of this letter, but the subjects are so important that I felt bound to deal with them fully.
Yours obediently, W Somerset
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The L&L Canal Carrying Dept 1900
The following gives details of the office, wharf and lock staff employed by the Carrying Department. Burnley must have
had several members of staff as well as they handled a similar volume of traffic to Blackburn, while Salterforth and
Barnoldswick must also have had at least one member of staff. Note how sons often followed their fathers into canal
work, and how people would move from place to place along the canal. It can be difficult to follow the moves of office
staff, and almost impossible to discover family details of canal boatmen.
Liverpool
Alfred Williams: General Manager, feels he needs to be
about the canal more. Deals with main customers, gets
reports from canvassing agents. Return made daily to
Liverpool of position of boats. Formerly of Southport &
Cheshire Lines Extension Rly, appointed 1889
Walter Somerset: Traffic Manager and Head of
Liverpool office. (just died) He used to settle rates,
allowances, etc., supervise Agents and canvassers,
visiting stations, managed Accountants and Cashiers,
Correspondence, Boat, Freight and Toll, and Statistics
depts at Liverpool, and supervised boatmen.
Robert Davies: Accountant at L,pool office. Now
arranges rates, etc, visits stations re traffic matters,
interviews customers, supervises Agents. Audits
station accounts annually.
D Alex Davies: Chief Clerk, interviews customers, attends
stations re traffic. Chief Clerk over all depts except
Engineer’s and Accountant’s. Considers Agents under
him.
Sawyer: in charge of stores for boats, not provender, 30/per week
Clarkson, snr.: looks after loading at Liverpool, Bank
Hall and Bootle. Also Birkenhead, but does not go
there often; a man comes over every day. Arranges
boats for traffic with his son. Appoints boatmen for
horse boats. 17 porters work at Liverpool, 7am to
7pm, overtime 6d per hour
Clarkson, jnr.: looks after dispatch of horse boats and to
their destination. Doesn’t travel often, but gets reports
from Agents, with daily returns from lockkeepers.
John Ross: looks after steam boats and their crews, 120
men. In future will look after all boats and boatmen.
Wm. Reynolds: Horse Superintendent, purchases for
horses, feed and saddlery. Sometimes goes down
the line. Four days a week at Burscough. Sees each
horse approx every six months. Sent to Burnley in
1900 when Ross takes charge of all boats and horses.
Others at Liverpool: Freight Dept., Lowe and 6 others;
Cashier’s Dept, Tebay and 3 others; Shipping and Boat
Dept., Gibbs and 6 others. One looks after provender
and makes up pay sheets; Correspondence Dept,
Alec Davies and one other; Toll Office, J H Hooson
and 5 others. Tebay is the cashier and J W Foster the
collector who are insured for handling cash. Foster

becomes District Traffic Super-intendend for Church
to Liverpool in 1900.
Robt. H White: Engineer. Lockkeepers under his control.
Tollkeepers and lockkeepers usually pensioners.
Chief Inspectors Wm Moss, Liverpool to Blackburn; E
W Bateman, Blackburn to Leeds. Moss has two sons,
William repairs boats, lock gates, etc., John assists
in maintenance of canal. Apperley Yard, Sam Beck,
carpenter; Burnley Yard, Forshaw; Bank Newton Yard
just used for lock repairs. William Moss, inspector at
Wigan.
George Hankin: Tollkeeper and lockkeeper at top of
Stanley Locks. Not much toll taking. Boats checked at
Wigan and permits given to him.
Burscough
John Royle: Horse Collar Maker. Proposed to go to
Skipton in 1900.
Wigan
E J Helliwell: Agent, 23 years service, 9 as Agent, horsing
of boats at locks under his control. Eight porters.
Does not canvas for uphill traffic.
Denning: assistant to Ross. Looks after Wigan yard.
Melling: in charge of stables.
T Molyneux: Toll keeper and lockkeeper at Aspull, 7 years
there, and ten at Henhurst Bridge. Manages traffic and
water, collects a few tolls, but now not many. Copies
permits but does not check unless suspicious. For
traffic just on Lancaster only, declarations are collected
by Bankrangers and sent to him
Leigh: Thomas Hunt: Agent, 21 years service, 6 as Agent,
son of previous Agent. Two porters. Canvasses for
traffic 2 hours per day
Botany: John E Ellison: Agent, 18 years service, 16 as
Agent. Two porters, one of whom looks after horses.
Johnsons Hillock: Thomas Kellett: local farmer who
works the locks, tenant of company farm.
Blackburn
Moses Haworth: Agent, 26 years service, 24 as Agent.
In effect District Superintendent for Enfield to
Johnsons Hillock, does all canvassing and collecting
in this area.
Joseph Glover: lockkeeper, Nova Scotia, 21 years service,
11 at Nova Scotia, also warehouse keeper and toll
collector. Works under Moses Haworth.
Abram: in charge of stables.
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Church
John Wm Varley: Agent, 20 years service, 11 as Agent,
canvassing, and collection and looking after
warehouse, 4 porters.
Gordon: works under Varley.
Burnley: no information
Nelson: John Heap: Agent, 26 years service, also local
carter, sends details daily to Liverpool re position of
boats. Two porters. District includes Barnoldswick
and Salterforth. He becomes District Superintendent
for Greenberfield to Church section in 1900.
Barrowford: John Robinson
Foulridge
John Robinson: in 1900
W. Kendall: in 1918, he is sent a cheque to cover the wages
of all staff, one boatman, who lives in Foulridge,
has his wages sent there so that his family can pick
them up. The Agent here can arrange to send wages
to place specified by a captain. In July 1918 there are
12 horses stabled here. Marines sometimes sent to
Nelson to work in the warehouse. They work in the
area from Blackburn to Yorkshire, moving horses
about and the punt (maintenance?), using trains
when no horse to move/return.
Salterforth no information
Barnoldswick no information
Gargrave: Ben C. Walls: lockkeeper, in charge of locks
and water supply.
Skipton: George Cooke: Agent, 13 years in service, 7 as
Agent, canvases in Skipton and Gargrave for traffic and
looks after boats and horses.
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Silsden: Clarkson: Agent
Kildwick: William Sugden: Agent
Stockbridge: Wm. Hammond: Agent, 17 years service, 3 as
Agent, controls boats. traffic at warehouse and cartage.
Bingley
Taylor: Agent. Works with his son.
Heaton: looks after stables.
Shipley
Smith: Agent
Garner: looks after stables.
Bradford
Brook: became sub-Agent at Blackburn in 1900.
Apperley: Barron: Commission Agent
Rodley: Alderson: Commission Agent
Newlay: Edward Moorhouse: lockkeeper, 1880
Kirkstall: Thornton: Commission Agent
Leeds
Alfred Whitaker: District Traffic Superintendent in charge
of traffic Leeds to Skipton, but not at Skipton. This is
extended to Greenberfield in 1900 when his area is
enlarged. Supervision of traffic, agents and boats.
Heber Garnett: Agent at Leeds, 17 years at Leeds, 2 as
Agent. Attends correspondence and orders, plans
loading of boats. Goes to A&CN office once a day.
Boats leave Leeds at 6pm, sometimes he goes to
Rodley to check. Collects rents at Leeds. Looks after
horses, 4d per night for stabling.
Hemingway: looks after stables half time, rest works as
porter.
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